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This is the first of a two-part series. Read part 2 in the Jan. 3, 2014, edition 
of Let’s Play Hockey.   

By Jeff Hall  
Goalcrease  

 
The old cliché states that the goalposts are a goalie’s best friend. Since a puck 

hitting the post and bouncing out is actually the same as a puck going wide and 
hitting the boards, I’ll tell you about a real best friend – the goalie’s gear. 

At Goalcrease we have our own ice sheet and goalie pro shop. Offering up to 
20 lessons a day, we coach goalies as often as anyone in the world. The 
experience we have gained in the last decade from teaching and outfitting 
thousands of goalies of all shapes and sizes has given us unique and valuable 
insight into the world of goalie equipment. We understand better than anyone 
how important the gear is to a goalie’s performance, confidence, and overall 
enjoyment of the game. 



Protection leads to confidence: Parents of new goalies make common 
mistakes that are dangerous and detrimental to skill development. Think, 
for a moment, of the goalie’s butterfly position as a wall. Would you build a wall 
with the strongest bricks on the top and sides, leaving soft and mushy bricks in 
the middle or near the bottom? That wall would crumble and bend.  

Many young goalies start with good leg pads, gloves, blockers and masks. But 
if the chest, stomach, collar bone, knees, and most importantly, the “mid-section” 
are neglected, the goalie will struggle to stay square to the puck. Instead of 
facing shots with confidence and closing the five-hole quickly, they will bend and 
twist in awkward ways that open holes, leave the goalie off balance, and they will 
struggle to track the puck into their body. 

• Start with a goalie jock. Offered in both male and female versions, these 
pads are essential to building a solid goalie. They have thicker foam padding on 
top of and underneath the traditional plastic piece that other athletes wear. One 
of the wonderfully crazy things that goalies are asked to do is to try to get hit in 
the midsection. Does any other athlete do that? No way. So don’t use equipment 
designed for something it’s not. 

• Uprgrade your knee pads. The knee pads that come with your leg pads are 
usually sub-standard. They just don’t always offer great protection and tend to be 
uncomfortable. They are removable for this reason. Get a supplemental knee 
guard and secure them in place with the clear sock tape or a garter belt. 

• Chest pad must have overlap with other pads. If the chest guard is too 
small, there could be gaps in the protection around the waist, collarbone or 
wrists.  The collar bone is the most important part to protect. Get a goalie collar, 
which is a neck guard with bib-like pad that hangs down. The lexan neck shields 
that tie to the mask are good too, but make sure to use a clear one, not a tinted 
shield that makes it harder to see the puck. We goalies have a hard enough time 
with rebounds already. Be sure the arm pads are overlapped by the catcher and 
blocker, and the stomach pads overlap with the goalie pants. 

• Goalie pants (or breezers as we say in Minnesota) are designed to 
make more saves. Some goalies resist the change from their skater pants to the 
bigger goalie pants because they don’t want to be slowed down. But when 
properly fit, the pants should be loose around the waist, offering better range of 
motion than the more form fitting skater pants. And since they fit wider, they block 
more shots. That should be enough to convince any goalie to make the switch.  

Goalie Stick Guidelines: Proper stick position may be the single most 
important skill set for young goalies. And nobody can master it completely. When 



you consider how quickly a goalie has to move around the crease, you realize 
that holding that long awkward tool with one hand and keeping the blade in the 
five-hole all the time actually very difficult. The wrong size makes it much more 
difficult. 

• Get the right paddle length. Remember, most of the time you need your 
stick in position is when you make a butterfly move. Paddles that are too tall are 
the biggest cause of sloppy stick position. Sizing can be confusing, especially 
considering that most stick companies use different measuring systems.  Here is 
a chart we use explain it: 

  

Paddle Length Height 
21" Reebok/CCM  
21.5" Bauer 3'6" - 4’3" 

22" Reebok/CCM 
22.5" Bauer 4' - 4'6" 

23" Reebok/CCM 
23.5" Warrior 
24.5" Bauer 

4'6" - 5'3" 

24" Reebok/CCM  
25" Warrior 5' - 5’8" 

25" Reebok/CCM 
26.5" Bauer 
26" Warrior 

5'7" - 6'3" 

26" Reebok/CCM 
27.5" Warrior 
27.5" Bauer 

5'11" and Up 

27" Reebok/CCM 6'2" & Up 
  

• Foam core goalie sticks are best. Composite goalie sticks are not used by 
any NHL goalies. The technology offers no advantage. Especially for Bantams 
and older, we recommend “foam core” goalie sticks because they offer the 
greatest feel and durability. Foam core goalie sticks have a wooden shaft, but the 
paddle and blade are hardened foam wrapped in fiberglass and other durable 
materials. Reebok and CCM are the current industry leaders in this type of stick. 

• Do not cut the shaft (top of stick) – the shaft provides balance for quicker 
reactions with both the stick blade and the blocker. 

• Avoid use of black tape – white tape makes it easier to see the puck. 



• Too much tape on the shaft inhibits ability to poke check and puckhandle. 
Knobs that are too large inhibit a goalies ability to pass/shoot. 

• Some grip tape at the top of the paddle/bottom three inches of the shaft is 
recommended for younger goalies with smaller hands. For older goalies, it is a 
matter of preference. 

• Always have a backup stick. They can break at any time. 

  

Goalie Skate Guidelines: Every goalie needs to be strong on their skates. 
Make sure you select a skate with the proper stiffness for ankle support. For 
beginners, a softer boot that you find on less expensive skates will be fine. As 
goalies grow stronger, they will need to invest more to get the support they need. 

• Sharpen skates regularly. Once a week is a good start. Some prefer more, 
some less. 

• Find the right edge. The bigger and stronger the goalie, the smaller the 
radius of the blade needs to be. This provides the stopping power needed for 
their stronger pushes. Young and small goalies that have their skates too sharp 
will be encouraged to play on the knees too much as opposed to learning to play 
on their feet. (The same can be true to the “step steel” replacement blades which 
are taller than the manufacturer’s. They make is easier to push, but harder to 
stop. Goalies end up on their knees more and deeper in the crease.) The radius 
can range from 1" (younger goalies) to 3/8" (older, stronger goalies). Size and 
strength are the biggest factors, but skill level and personal preference can play a 
role. Here are some suggestions: 

  

Weight Goalie Skate Edge 
70 pounds or less 1" – 7/8" 
70-90 pounds 7/8 – ¾” 
90-115 pounds ¾ - 5/8" 
115-150 pounds 5/8 – ½” 
150+  pounds ½ - 3/8" 

  

• Make sure skates have plenty of steel – repeated sharpening eventually will 
cause loss of blade. On newer models, it is possible to replace the blade without 



having to replace the entire skate. 

	  


